
COVID(+): Replies, Quotes, Retweets.

▪ Rmoved any edges in the Replies.

▪ Every target node should be connected to at least 10 nodes.

▪ Isolated nodes and duplicate edges were eliminated.

▪ The total number of nodes and edges dropped to 3.4 and 3.1 million

MuMiN: Quotes, Replies.

➢ Twitter is rich in data modalities: text, images/videos, 

and connections.

➢ Attributed graph clustering takes into account content 

of the tweet as well as the connections among users.

➢ Research Question: How well do various modality 

clusters overlap and can the modalities be combined 

in a bid to get a better community description? 
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➢ COVID(+): we extracted textual features using BERTweet and visual features using DNN

➢ MuMIN: Visual and Textual features provided 

➢ Use Large Language Models (BERT)  for text content 

features and DNN for image/video features

➢ Use context: user profile, and location features of geo-

tagged tweets for sentiment analysis.

➢ Model interactions of the tweeter verse using Bi-GCN and 

Tail-GNN architectures to capture the underlying structure
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Datasets

Figure 1. Data Science Pipeline

Pipeline

COVID+ Dataset

➢ MediaEval2020 connection baseline extended and 

augmented

➢ 3.2million+ usets and 8+ million tweets

➢ Hashtags mined: #Coronavirus, #Covid19, and #Covid-19
➢ Data collected from Mar5ch to September 2020.

➢ pytwanalysis: Twitter Data Management And Analysis at 

Scale, IEEE SNAMS 2021. 
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Table 1. MuMIN Dataset

Textual Features Visual Features Network Features

Pretrained BERTweet on COVID-

19 Tweets embeddings
OCR User Attributes (verified…)

State-of-the-art text normalizations 

beforehand
Type of Image (B&W, Fake) Replies

No “Fine-tuning of the Transformer” 

is necessary
Generic DNN (VGG16) Quotes

Image Captions (Captioner Locally 

Trained on MSCOCO)
Retweets

Table  2.  Features per modalities used

Modeling

Augmentation of COVID+ Dataset

➢ Original network was augmented  with visual similarity graph

➢ New edges added from vertex to 5 similar vertices

➢ Similarity was computed using cosine distance between DNN features

➢ Number of Edges increased  from 3.4 million to 4.1 million

Graphic Neural Network Training for Community Discovery

➢ Leverage all modalities and aggregate features from nodes (Message Passing)

➢ GraphSage produces an embedding of size 50 dimensions (unsupervised).

➢ Epoch = 1 , batch size = 50, layer size = 50, LR = 10^-3, Adam Optimizer.

➢ It utilizes the neighborhood sampling improving the scalability and memory efficiency.

Louvian Clustering Algorithm

➢ Low Execution Time

➢ Ability to find communities in 

disconnected networks

HDBSCAN

➢ PCA dim 10 for BERTweet

➢ Robust to parameter selection 

➢ Decent HD performance

Table 3. ARI between various multi-modal modes in processed COVID (+)

Table 4. Number of communities  in processed COVID (+)

Table 5. ARI between various multi-modal modes in large MuMIN dataset

Table 6. number of communities in large MuMIN dataset

Conclusion and Next Steps

➢ Multiple modalities seem to capture specific information 

➢ Not relevant for community discovery at global scale 

➢ Have value for specific discovery and mining tasks

➢ Ground truth labeling missing in COVID+ to make a 

conclusion


